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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Sig Chi
•
receives
sanction
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

BRIAN NELSON/Staff photographer

Gaye Harrison, director of promotion and publicity for WEIU-TV, discusses PTV, a public television station devoted to programs for younger audiences.

WEIU-TV funding under fire;
Officials preparing for worst
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
Officials at Eastern 's WEIU
radio and television stations are
preparing for the worst with the
realization that H ouse Republicans could cut their national
funding.
Republicans, in line with House
Speaker Newt Gingrich's "Contract with America" initiative, are
considering cutting federal funding of public broadcasting stations
or perhaps privatizing the broadcasters.
Public broadcasting's federal
appropriation through the National Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is being reviewed at
Congressional hearings in Washington, along with federal funding
for the National Endowments for
the Arts and Humanities.
Managers at WE IU and the
University of Illinois' WILL are
worried their funding might be

• WEIU to expand
children's programming with new show.
Page6
eliminated.
"Our stand is that if all government agencies are going to be
looking at reductions, then CPB
should also," said John Beabout,
general manager of WEIU-TY. "It
is a given, however, that we will
not be able to deliver the same
level of programming with onethird less funding."
Terry Weidner, associate vice
president for academic affairs,
said the cuts, if passed, would be
devastating to WEIU's radio and
television outlets.
"Its programs and its community activities would be cut back,"
Weidner said. "Right now, a huge
percentage of our budget comes

from national funding."
Currently, WEIU draws onethird, or approximately $450,000,
from federal funding, which comes
through the CPB.
Although WILL is larger than
Eastern's program, its radio and
TV programming also is threatened. Debbie Day, director of
development for WILL, said the
cuts wou ld still have "drastic consequences."
"We would have to start from
ground zero by looking at what
the absolute moves would be," Day
said. "We aren't going to plan for
the worst scenario."
The operating budget for WILL
is supplied with a national funding complement of $1 million, or
25 percent of the budget for radio
and TY.
Dave Strickland, spokesman for
U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard , DMarion, said the cuts in public

• See WEIU-TV Page 2

The Sigma Chi fraternity was placed on
social probation Friday after being found
in violation of several conduct codes by
Eastern's Greek Standards Board.
As part of the punishment, fraternity
members will not be allowed to hold any
alcoholic functions until October. The fraternity has lost its right to reserve university space, and its Interfraternity Council
voting rights are revoked until the first
day of fall classes.
At a hearing Thursday. the board heard
arguments from fraternity members and
student activities officials, who prosecuted
the case. The board found Sigma Chi guilty
of two counts of violating the Interfraternity Council constitution and acquitted the fraternity of a third charge.
A group of 30 to 40 Eastern students,
some of whom were fraternity members ,
had four confrontations with Champaign
police the night of Dec. 7 and the morning
of Dec. 8.
Police said while the fraternity was in
Champaign, one member was arrested for
alleged theft and others were questioned in
connection with a fight and vandalism.
T he fraternity contended the Champaign police records were inaccurate.
The 12-member board, comprised of six
fraternity and six sorority members, said
that the behavior of some Sigma Chi members has "tarnished the image of the university and the greek system," according to
a press release.
Sigma Chi P resident Tony Chism said
the fraternity would appeal the decision.
H e declined to comment further on the
case.
In its appeal, the fraternity will have the
opportunity to bring its case before David
Milberg, director of the Office of Student
Activities, or Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs, said Lou Krizik, co-

t See SIGMA CHI Page 2

UPI disgusted by presidential pay raise
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor
The heads of Eastern's faculty union say they will
expect the same pay increase
recently approved fo r the
presidents of the Board of
Governors universities in
future bargaining sessions
with the board.
Laur ent Gosselin, local
chapter president for the
University Professionals of
Il linois, said he does not
understand why BOG university presidents received such

a large pay increase last
week.
"(The pay increase) is simply demoralizing," Gosselin
said. "The faculty are the people who are contributing the
most to education in the classroom."
BOG trustees Thursday
voted unanimously to approve
a recommendation by BOG
Chancellor Thomas Layzell to
increase the salaries of university presidents by 7.9 percent, from $111,200 a year to
$120,000 a year.
The increase will be applied

to fiscal year 1995, making it
retroactive to Sept. 1, 1994.
The BOG is the governing
body that oversees Eastern,
Western Illinois , Chicago
State, Governor's State and
Northeastern universities.
Gosselin said faculty members deserve pay increases at
the same rate as university
presidents. Faculty at BOG
schools received a pay increase of 3.5 percent last fall.
"I feel this really indicates
that the BOG thinks the univer sity is like a corporate
model," Gosselin said. "They

pay big bucks for the corporate head , but , in essence,
they ignore what makes these
institutions work."
Eastern faculty deserve to
be paid on scale with faculty
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana, Gosselin
said. He said on average, U of
I faculty receive $20,000 more
in annual salary than Eastern
faculty.
UPI President Mitch Vogel
said he believes university
faculty are more deserving of
a pay increase than the BOG
presidents.

"The faculty deserve a
better increase than the presidents," Vogel said. "The faculty has continually supported
the BOG and provided it a
subsidy by working for less
salaries.
"The problem we have with
faculty salaries is that we are
sending the wrong message to
the people who make education work," Vogel added.
Faculty under the BOG system continually receive from 6
percent to 8 percent less in
salary than their peers at
other universities, Vogel said.
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Rose Kennedy dies at 104
HYANNIS PORT, Mass.
(AP) - Rose Fitzgerald
Kennedy, matriarch of the
Kennedy clan, whose faith
and quiet strength saw one of
America's most prominent
families through three generations of political triumphs and
personal tragedies, died Sunday. She was 104.
Mrs. Kennedy died from
complications of pneumonia at
5:30 p.m. at the family compound on Cape Cod, said Scott
Ferson, a spokesman for her
son Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
"Mother passed away peacefully today," the senator said
in a statement. "She had a
long and extraordinary life,
and we loved her deeply. To all
of us in the Kennedy and

Fitzgerald families, she was
the most beautiful rose of all."
The senator and his wife,
Victoria, and several other
family members were present
when Mrs. Kennedy died. Also
at her side were: daughters
Patricia Kennedy Lawford,
Ambassador Jean Kennedy
Smith, and Eunice Kennedy
Shriver; Robert F. Kennedy's
widow, Ethel, and many
grandchildren.
President Clinton and
Hillary Rodham Clinton extended their sympathies to
the family.
"Very few Americans have
endured as much personal
sacrifice for their country as
Rose Kennedy." the president
said in a statement.

"She played an extraordinary role in the life of an
extraordinary family." Mrs.
Kennedy had used a wheelchair since suffering a stroke
in April 1984. Last Monday,
she had trouble breathing but
was not hospitalized.
Mrs. Kennedy lived her life
in the public eye, always in a
supporting role: daughter of a
congressman, wife of an ambassador, mother of a president and two U.S. senators.
For her, family was all.
She once described her life
as a series of "agonies and
ecstasies." The exhilaration of
political success and the horror of violent death ran like
twin threads through her long
life.

FROM PAGE ONE

Sigma Chi
t From Page 1
chief justice of the Greek
Standards Board.
Eileen Sullivan, greek
adviser for the Office of
Student Activities, was
unavailable for comment.
In addition to Sigma
Chi's social probation, the
board also ruled the fraternity must write letters of
apology to the Interfraterni ty Council, the Panhellenic Council, each fraternity and sorority at Eastern,
President David Jorns, and

The Daily Eastern News.
The board also will write
a letter to Champaign
Mayor Dan McCollum,
offering to do an afternoon
of community service for the
city.
The group rented a bus to
drive to Champaign to visit
several taverns and attend
a function with the Delta
Delta Delta sorority at
Gully's Riverside Inn. Most
of the students were 19 or
20 years old.
Incidents in Champaign
involving Sigma Chi mem-

funding is reduced before
they begin to consider cutting specific programs.
"Right now, it is a little too
premature (to decide what
may be cut)," Beabout said.
"The scenario's can run from
one extreme to another."
"(The staff at WEIU)
would look at everything,"
Weidner said. "The preschool
programs are the most recent
programs that might be cut."
Members of the WEIU
staff have laid out general
procedure plans should the
funding cuts be instituted,
Weidner said.
"Everything here will be
on the table," Day said.
"Nothing can remain sacred
with cuts. When we know
what is going to happen, we
will have to look.
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LINCOLNWOOD
bers included an alleged
fight between a Sigma Chi
member and members of a
University of Illinois fraternity in front of the bar
Cam's and vandalism of a
car by other fraternity
members at the Delta
Upsilon fraternity house.
No other arrests were made,
however.
One fraternity member,
Ryan James Abbot, 20, of
Naperville, was arrested on
theft charges after he
allegedly took $200 from a
cash register at Gully's.

WEIU-TV_ _ _ _ _ __
•From Page 1
broadcasting funding are
inevitable.
"It's no longer a question
of when the cuts will take
place, but how deep they will
be," Strickland said.
"We are aware of the
important service they deliver," Strickland said. "At the
same time, we have a budget
that is unbalanced and, even
though (public broadcasting)
is a resource, it cannot be
held harmless."
The 1995 appropriation for
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is $285.6 million, or approximately $1 per
U.S. citizen, according to
funding figures from WILL.
Day and Weidner both said
they are going to wait until

GREAT' APART'M ENT S

Asst. night edit°'
........Natalie Gott
Asst. night edit()( ........................Sam McKee
Copy desk..................Chris Sundheim, Sherry
Sidwell, Shane Hesse, Megan McManus

Day and Weidner said
Congress is focusing on cuts
in public broadcasting
because Republicans don't
understand what the service
accomplishes.
"At this point, I don't have
the impression that there is
a complete understanding of
the importance of public television," Day said. "There are
many facets to public television."
"Some people on Capitol
Hill are looking at the national programming more
than the small markets,"
Weidner said. "At the larger
markets, such as Chicago or
Boston, a much smaller percentage of their budget
comes from national funding."

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I
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LUNCH SPECIALS
•

Bar-B-Que chicken
sandwich on kaiser roll
w/cup of soup or salad
• Ham and beans with
corn muffin
• Canadian bacon and
cheese omelette, muffin
and choice of fruit or
salad

EVENING SPECIALS
MON- SAT AFI'ER 5PM
• Chicken mozzarella,
sa lad, and garlic
bread
GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!

409 7th St.• 345-7427

PINETREE APTS
(Across from Carman Hall)

2219 S.9th St. # 17

345-6000

D e lt a
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Si gnia Phi

I Spring Rush 1995 I
!M©~.

Jan. 23rd Mexican Casino Night ....5:30p.m.

T~®.

Jan. 24th Ataste of AL<P ................6:00 p.m.

W®~.

Jan. 25th Italian Dinner ....................6:00p.m

T~~r~.

Jan. 26th Formal Smoker ................6:00p.m.

Tradicion
Excellence
Pride

RUSH
~L<I>

For Rides or Information Call Steve at
581-6528 or 581-6893

Make A World Of Difference
Be A
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Resident Assistant
Applications Available January 23rd at any
Residence H all Front Desk Or At
T he Housing Office.
Informational Meeting Wed. Jan. 25th at 9pm
in Carman H all Copa Room
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Asbestos suit filed against Eastern
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor

A former carpenter at Eastern is
suing the university and the Board
of Governors, claiming he has lung
disease from exposure to asbestos.
Max L. Balch, of rural Mattoon,
alleges in the lawsuit that exposure
to asbestos on the job caused perma-

nent damage to his lungs. He said he
is not being treated for his lung
problems.
Asbestos is a fibrous mineral
widely used in fireproofing materials. It was banned after studies
showed inhaling the fibers posed a
health risk.
Balch is asking for $1,500 , the
cost of court fees and other unspeci-

Police arrest seven
at local bar Friday
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor

Seven individuals were
charged with alcohol-related
offenses Friday night after
they were reportedly drinking at a tavern with a suspended liquor license.
Charleston police conducted a compliance check
at 10:55 p.m. at Panther's
Lounge, 1421 Fourth St.,
which ls without a liquor
license until Feb. 25.
A police report said the
individuals were charged
with possession of open alcohol in a public place. The
report did not list the names
of arrested individuals.
Jason Morton, 18, of
Charleston, said nearly 10
police officers entered the
bar to conduct the compliance check.
"They walked right in

with their riot gear on and
the whole bit," Morton said.
"It looked like the whole
town came in."
Mayor Dan Cougill, acting as liquor commissioner,
suspended Panther's liquor
license from Dec. 27 to Feb.
25 after he found the establishment guilty of seven
liquor code violations.
Bickers apparently had
scheduled exotic dancers to
perform at Panther's Friday
night since he couldn't legally serve alcohol , Morton
said. The seven topless
dancers that performed on a
stage were from Champaign, he added.
Those arrested apparently brought their own alcohol,
Morton said.
"The guys were loving it,"
Morton said. "People were
going wild and having a
good time."

0

0

0

PETS & SUPPLIES

0

Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals
Salt & Fresh Water Fish
1500 Madison Ave. •Charleston

4th
St.

t

r-1

L___J
Petropics
nsth
St.

N
Lincoln Avenue

H oUFs: M-F 10:30-8:00
Sat. 10:30-6:00; Sun. 12:00-5:00

CAREER FAIR
February 1, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discou nt Broker5M is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills,
general m arket knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 1, 1995.

said the university hasn't come
across asbestos problems in the past.
"Asbestos has not been a problem
with the university because we have
such strict guidelines through the
safety officer," Jorns said.
Balch was employed at Eastern
from 1976 to 1993 when he allegedly
damaged his lungs. according to the
lawsuit. Balch retired in 1993.

AIDS educator to speak
in union Tuesday night
Lecture to kick off awareness week
By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor

AIDS educator and survivor Beatrice Kerr
will deliver her lecture "Living with HIV" at
8 p.m. T uesday in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The lecture, sponsored by the University
Board Lectures Committee, was originally
scheduled for last November, but Kerr had
to reschedule because of a flight cancellation.
Kerr, 26, has been battling AIDS since
she was a 19-year-old college student. She
learned she contracted the HIV virus from
her boyfriend in 1987. and doctors told her
she had only nine months to live.
Admission for the lecture ls $1 for students with IDs and $3 for the public.
Kerr's presentation is a kickoff for this
year's AIDS Awareness Week, which fea tures the theme "Living Positively." The
week officially will begin on Jan. 29 with a
pool tournament in Thomas and Carman

hall lobbies. Events wrap up on Feb. 4 with
a presentation of the HBO movie "And the
Band Played On" in the Booth Library
Lecture Hall.
Kerr has battled all the hardships associated with having the virus that causes
AIDS, including the fear of telling her parents.
"I know they love me," Kerr said during a
telephone interview in November. "But they
still say very painful, hurtful things."
Her parents believe AIDS ls a deserving
disease for sexually active people, Kerr said.
She first told them she had the disease in
1989.
Kerr currently is the volunteer coordinator for a hospice, an organization designed
to care for terminally ill patients.
Working so closely with death is often
painful, she said. But helping her patients
gives her the strength to live life to the
fullest .
"They have taught me to believe, 'I have
AIDS, AIDS doesn't have me."'
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fled damages.
The suit alleges the asbestos also
was installed negligently in Balch's
work environment. Balch said he
worked in most campus buildings
when he was exposed to the
asbestos.
The suit claims he could not avoid
breathing the fibers.
Eastern's president, David Jorns,
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Jorns shouldn't
second guess
new referendum
Sometimes, things should be left well
enough alone.
Eastern President David Jorns should
have considered this when he requested a
second vote on a Faculty Senate referendum last week.
The referendum,
t
•
which would amend
1 0 r1a
the senate constitution to allow all eligible voting faculty to place other referendums on senate election ballots with a
petition signed by 20 percent of eligible
faculty, was approved by more than 70
percent of the faculty vote.
Jorns said the reason he would like to
see another vote is because only one-third
of eligible faculty voted on the referendum.
Jorns addressed the issue in a Dec. 21
memo to senate Chairman John Allison. In
it, Jorns said: "I wish to point out that this
result represents a vote by roughly onethird of the eligible faculty. Though it has
been approved in accordance with your
standing procedures, I do not feel it truly
can be said to represent the faculty in general."
While it is true that one-third of eligible
faculty is a paltry number, it is not unlike
almost all local, national and campus elections today. Voter turnout is a problem
everywhere, but it should not indicate a
misrepresentation of the faculty. Those that
cared to vote, did. That is that.
What Jorns must consider, though, is the
fact this referendum has received nothing
but strong support from faculty since its
conception last semester. The faculty recognized the referendum's worth.
Jorns must realize a valid referendum
when he sees it. By intervening, he is only
slowing the process down. By sending
copies of the memo to Board of Governors
trustees and Chancellor Thomas Layzell, he
is second-guessing a faculty who fully support the referendum.
Through his actions, Jorns has made it
clear he does not want faculty to have a
more powerful voice.

Ed •
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TODA Y'S QUOTE

It is easier to stay out than to
get out.
Mark Twain

Racial harmony easy one day out of year
Last Monday, more than 80
businesses.
This hair salon, which ls slated
Eastern students forgot about
"Openly display- to open in.June, will specialize In
the color of their skin and united
In celebrating the birthday of
mlnolity-and more specifically
ing one's ignocivil lights leader Martin Luther
-Aflican Amelican hair-.
rance is, unfor- Students and hair salon owners
King Jr.
The scene was one of candles
tunately, a com- must understand that blacks on
Illuminating the cold night, and
campus have nowhere to go
mon sight
white and black students comwhen It comes to having their
today."
hair cut and styled correctly.
ing together to remember the
man who dedicated his life to
What ls truly sad about this
Adam
whole situation ls that It seems
establishing lights for Aflican
McHugh
race relations are always stn·edAmelicans and harmony
between different races.
ded because of an Issue as small
And for one night, at least, Eastern's campus didn't
as a place where you can cut your hair.
Eve1y dispute Is rooted In an overall lack of underresemble a segregated lunchroom. It took on the spllit of
King's dream which he was unable to see - and,
standing of different races. \.\/hlte students do not understand why black students (supposedly) are the source of
arguably will never see - on this campus.
On Tuesday, however, everything was back to status
all violence In Ametica (a misconception perpetuated by
the media). And blacks do not understand why whites
quo. And one of the lights that King fought so hard for the light of a black man or woman to sit next to a white
feel threatened when they see several blacks walking
down the street (another action which Is not justifiable).
man or woman In a lunchroom - was willingly Ignored
by Eastern students In residence hall dining rooms.
And everything In society Is affected by Incessant
Now, I am not saying that racial harmony should be
strains on race relations. In 1992, the wheels of justice
forced In unnatural ways. The fact Is Aflican Amelicans
may have been compromised permanently following the
and whites feel more comfortable within their own cirunintelligible verdict In the Rodney King case. When
tremendous violence ensued the verdict, jw1es across
cles.
But status quo when It encompasses race relations will the country were given a message that could be construed as "If a black man ls convicted, we are going to
ultimately cause discord between students. And each
fight It-light or wrong."
side must admit they perpetuate that tension through
valious attitudes which lead to actions.
While this Is definitely a stretch In thinking, Itis an
Issue which Is founded upon the precedent of that one
Perhaps one of the most devastating attitudes held by
event which Illuminated the dark side of Amelica's feelmany white people ls the one charactelized by such
statements as "I know a lot of people who are black" and ings about race and justice.
"As long as they don't bother me I don't care what they
I don't want to tell anyone how they should live their
..
d0.
life, what credos they should cling to or how they should
first, Individuals should not be given the Infamous title feel about different cultures. However, I have seen a lot
of "they." When that dangerous word ls used, It sounds
of people hurt because they held the much maligned
wish "Can't we all just get along?"
as If people are desa1blng some unknown being they
don't understand.
Why ls that feeling so wrong, though? There Is absoIt ls because they don't understand.
lutely no reason why students on this campus, members
Openly displaying one's Ignorance Is, unfortunately, a
of this sodety and contributors to this world can't coexist
common sight today. But, as always, not trying to peel
In this often-confusing life.
If everyone who heard King's Immortal, teary-eyed "I
that Ignorance from your mindset ls unforgivable.
have a dream" speech, lived by the words he delivered,
One of the latest stakes dliven through race relations
on Eastern's campus ls the planned mlnolity hair salon
they would not only willingly partidpate In Improving
race relations, but they would understand each other's
which will be located In the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Some students and local hair salon
feelings.
owners have expressed concern regarding the salon,
-Adam McHugh ls edit01ial page editor and a regular
asking where funding for the project will come from and
columnist fo1· The DaBy Eastern News.
just how much business this will take away from other

(/H... /f/O
5 //?, )

Hair salon would
satisfy great need for
minorities, blacks
Dear edl tor:
OK, what the hell ls wrong with
everybody? No one cared If mlnolities (especially the Aflican Amelican
students) on Eastern's campus or In
the Charleston community had a
place to get their hair done or
somewhere to buy the supplies
(except Walgreens) to do their own
hair until now.
As soon as Eastern makes an
effort to add to the services Qlttle
that there are) of mlnolities - or
should I say African Amelicans then everyone has something to say
and It becomes a problem.
First, we had the Jan. I I letter In
"Your Turn" wanting to know where
the funds for the "mlnolity" salon
are coming from. Well, I'll tell you

Your turn
where the funds are coming from.
It's coming from the same funds
that hired Diamond Rio, Blind
Melon or any other of those bands
that have played at Eastern.
You think the people who gave
permission to distribute those funds
thought about the "mlnolity" community? I don't think so!
Second, we have local salon
owners who are "surplised" that the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union ls opening a salon for minorities/African Amelicans. Let's see, If
you (the local salons) don't have a
hair stylist who specializes In Aflican
American hair or don't sell the black
hair products to use ourselves, then
being "surplised" ls not what you
actually mean.
Maybewhatyou meanls,
"Damn, they finally figured out that

we didn't care about them or their
hair."
The first thing I asked when I
stepped on Eastern's campus was,
"Is there somewhere I can get my
hair done?" And everyone said,
"Yes - Chicago." I even asked the
Aflican Amelican faculty/staffwhere
they go to get their hair done and
they Oust like the students) told me
that they have fliends who do their
hair, or they learned to do It themselves or they go to Decatur,
Champaign or Chicago If they want
their hair done. No one mentioned
Charleston. Hint, hint.
So let's cut the crap. We all know
why the hair salon In the Union ls a
big deal! It will specialize In mlnolityI Aflican Amelican hair - Aflican
American and mlnolity being the
operative words here. And God forbid African Amelicans should get
anything else out ofllfe. I mean,
you did free us from slavery!
Yolanda Vivian Williams
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VP may run in election
dent to appoint a temporary
replacement. This replacement serves in the position
With his first Board of until a special election is held
Governors meeting under his for the students to elect an
belt, Student Government individual to fill the remainder
Vice President for Public Af- of the term.
fairs Glenn Fundator said he
The vice president for public
will probably run in a special affairs is responsible for repreFebruary election to keep his senting Eastem's student body
position.
to the BOG. the Illinois Board
Fundator was appointed to of Higher Education and the
temporarily replace Matt Charleston City Council. The
Giordano, the former vice individual holding the position
president for public affairs, may serve in all three capaciafter Giordano transferred to ties or, with Student Senate
the University of Maryland at approval, appoint someone to
College Park at the beginning represent him or her.
of this semester.
The vice president for public
In case of a vacancy in the affairs receives a tuition waivexecutive branch of the Stud- er for his or her duties.
ent Government, the Student
An election to fill the reGovernment Constitution re- mainder of Giordano's term
quires the student body presi- will be held Feb. 22.
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor

Fundator, who attended the
first BOG meeting of the semester Thursday, said he
hasn't made a final decision,
but he is "leaning towards
running."
"The (BOG) meeting went
really well," he said. "I felt
well received by the board,
and it was very. very interesting."

At Thursday's meeting, the
BOG approved a 7.9 percent
pay increase for the presidents
of the five BOG schools. The
BOG is the board that oversees the running of Eastern,
Chicago State, Governor's
State, Northeastern and Western Illinois universities.
Fundator said he wants to
wait a few weeks before he
officially decides to run for the
office.

Clinton prepares address
WASHINGTON (AP) - Standing at a political crossroad, President Clinton is preparing a
State of the Union address short on new proposals or ideas but long on the kind of "New
Democrat" rhetoric that got him elected.
The president needs the 35- to 40-minute
speech to convince Americans he will move
boldly to increase jobs, shrink bureaucracy and
restore their faith in their government. In
short, he wants voters to believe he is everything Republicans promised to be before their
midterm election landslide.

Gil

GJ

fl)

'I~'J

BELPWANIED •••

~ O~CS
25¢
a Leinies .

$100

University Board
Has Positions Available

Bluetail Fly

$350. Pitchers of Marg:Jaitas•

'Y ••••Thurs••••
Sit in Night!
(Ila

'

(!!I

'

Clinton spent Sunday in the White House,
reviewing drafts of the speech prepared by his
main writers, Bob Boorstin and Don Baer.
Aides said the president had heavily rewritten drafts and would tweak the speech until
the moment it's delivered, 9 p.m. EST Tuesday.
The address comes after weeks of soulsearching by Clinton, who sought guidance
from a wide range of people - including governors, college deans, retired generals and admirals, old friends, religious leaders and new-age
motivational coaches.

.
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DELTA SIGMA PHI
Mexican Casino Night
with ''LaBamba" Burritos

5:30 pm
atthe

Delta Sig Bouse
1001 Greek Court
For Rides & Information
Call STEVE at 581-6528

Tradition • Excellence • Pride

.Af:<I>
This is a corrected ad for the Friday, January
20th ad ·which ran in the Daily Eastern News.

345-2466~~0P

Open 7 Days a Week!!
Best Lil' Gnl! on Campus

We deliver 11 a.m.. 2 p.m. for lunch;
4 p.m.. micfnight
Sat & Sun. We deliver All DAY

345-2466
Just call and we'll zip 'em to ya 1
Located at 405 Uncoln

Joey's Dogs

No fries at Joey's but all dogs get chips, reg. or BBQ your
choice! Served on our freshly baked Hot Dog Buns
Chica;io Dog - mustard, ketchup, pid<le, onion, relish,
tomato and celeiy salt
yes, all dogs get chips .........................................$1.00
Double Dog - just Ike Chicago, but two dogs in one bun
- CRAZY ................................................................$2.ll
Cheese Dog-same great dog & bun smothered in ched·
dar cheese - WOW! ...............................................$2.00
Chili Dog-wtth heaping pile of chili con carneGR EAT ...................................................................$2.00
Honey dipped Corn Dog. Wow!! ..........................$1.<9
Cheese & Chili Dog-Pile of chili on top of our g1eat dogs
then smolhered in cheddar cheeseWow! What a 1000 !.................................................$2.39

Side Orders-all fried in 100% unsaturated

canOla oil
Chips . Reg. or BBQ .................................................ffi
Mozza-ella Sticks-if you need red sauce. just ask (no
charge) ...................................................................$2.75
Beer Batter Onion Rings ......................................$1.49
S1<1eEt Delights
Homemade Bromies-The Bes!!!
.19
2Doz. Drinks .............................................................19
Iced Tea· Cd<e · Sprtte· Diet Pepsi· 7 up
All Prices subject to Saes rax

INTRODUCING....

A few but great Deli Sandwiches

Mini Concert Coordinator:

Tur1<ey & Provolone• Beef & Provolone• Ham & Provolone•Cheese & Cheese, (
American Cheese and Provolone Cheese, tor those who like to smile). What's on 'em?

Brings Small Scale Concerts Featuring
Up-and-Coming Artists.
Movie/Video Coordinator: Shows Current
Films, and Daily Videos in the Union Walkway.

Leib.Jee, Tomato & Hellmans tile real stuff• Placed on ourfrench bread tnat"s baked here in
our bakery (Same place as our homemade Brownies). All tor the low price ot $2 .99 +tax 1

Please pick up applications in RM 201
Union (Due TODAY by 4:00pm)

with

rheoEastern •

Sign up interview time
when you turn in
application.
*These are Volunteer Positions.

ltaian Beef-deli thin sliced beet, cooked in our Italian
slows immering sauce wtth hot peppers on Ille sideJust Ii ke Mam ma's! .................................................$3.<9

Meatball Deluxe· 4. Yes 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on
our home made bread, suffocated in our Grandmntyle
marinara 1ed sauce ...................................................$2.W

ltaian Sausage-spicy sausage cooked over our char·
broil grill by chef Mall< to perfection· a1<1erome! .......$2.49

Gyro· A combo of lamb &beefserved on a hand
stretched ptta bread. topped wtth home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion. the best gyros
in central Illinois .....................................................$3.<9

Combo Beef & Sa.sage. same great beet & sauce wtth
an added kid<, a grill sausage for one of the best sand·
wiches here ...............................................................$3.~
Philly Cheese Steak . a 4 oz. beef steak grilled wtth
onions & sweet peppers then covered with provolone
cheese·
the next best thing to 'listting Philly. Yo! .............$3.~
Chicken Philly. Just Ike Philty Cheese Steak only wtth
lean chid<en ..............................................................$3.59
Polish Sausa;ie · not for Ille faint·hearted · a giant, lttety
smoked sausage g1illed over open flames then se1ved
wtth your choice of topping on our home made trench
bread .........................................................................$2.ffi

Grilled Chicken. a lightly marinated whole chid<en
breast(Not Chud<ed andfo1med) grilled on char· broil grill
topped wtth mayo, tomato and lettuce· served on our
fresh b<j(ed buns ......................................................$2.49
Better Beef make Better Burgers. Ours is the Bes!.
our beef is all beef· no filler and cod<ed as you order,
over Ille open flame of char· broil grill, served on our
made·here oven buns· topped wtth mustard, ketchup,
pid<le, onions, mayo, and tomato. no extra charge:
Single Hamburger ...................................................$1.19
Double Hamburger .................................................$2.19
Cheeseburger ..........................................................$1.00
Double Cheese Burger ...........................................$3.<9

Got a Group? Get the Scoop!

YOUNGSTOWN
~ Spacious 1. 2. 3 .& 4
Bedroom Apts

~ Central Air

~Fully Furnished
~Garbage Disposals
~Dishwashers

Let Sherlock "Homes"
Show You The Way!
CAMBRIDGE

&

NANTUCKET

345-2363
Around Corner Off Of South 9th St.

:::::l

~

ATASTE OF PI KAPPA ALPHA
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA &SUBS
6:30 TONIGHT IN GREEK COURT
FOR RIDES & INFO
CALL 581- 6595 OR 581- 6510

:::::l

~
~
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:::::l

~

:::::l

~
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~
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Educating the children
WEIU-TV expands programming
By MELISSA McCIAIN
Staff writer

Organizers say the program hopes by 2000 to
prepare children to be ready to learn as they
start school.
Officials from WEIU-TV announced Sunday
"Our goal is to help every child reach his or
the expansion of the station's children's pro- her potential," said Jayne Ozier, director of the
gramming with the addition of a new PBS pro- home economics child care resource and refergram called "Ready to Learn."
ral.
"Ready to Learn" is a television-based educaAnother 27 stations, in addition to WEIU-TV,
tional service for children ages 2-12. Its pro- will initiate the service, which began Jan. 16.
gramming will include educational children's Indications are the program will grow to about
shows such as "Sesame Street," "Barney." and 44 stations by September, officials said.
"Mister Rogers."
WEIU-TV began on July 1, 1986 as an inde"We see television as an educator, not a recre- pendent station before becoming a PBS affiliate
ator," said Susan Kaufman, director of educa- on Jan. 2, 1992. With the "Ready to Learn" protion and outreach for WEIU-TV. "We also want gram, it has increased its children's programfor children to interact with each other in order ming from six to nine hours, with two hours on
to create new knowledge."
Sunday.

OLDTOWNE 1VIANAGE1VIENT1Nc.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217 /345-6533
Now Leasing For '95-'96
• Oldetowne Apts.
• Heritege Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan
• 1420 6th St. Apts.
345-0LI>E

Disorders a focus of seminar
By SARA E. LEIMBACH
Staff writer
"Dangerous Dieting," a Life
Skills workshop on ea ting
disorders, will be held at 7
p.m. today in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The program, sponsored by
the Counseling Center, is not
only for people with eating
problems but also for those
who wish to help someone
with an eating problem, pro-

gram presenter Linda
Anderson said.
Anorexia and bulimia are
major problems among Eastern students, Anderson said.
In an age of fat-free, low-fat
and low-calorie foods, the
pressure to be thin and beautiful is placed not only on
women, but men also.
"People with eating disorders usually have low selfesteem and use eating as an
escape or a way of coping
with
their
problems,"

Anderson said.
The workshop will define
what eating disorders are,
teach students to identify the
symptoms of eating disorders
and teach the correct way to
confront a friend or family
member who has an eating
disorder.
"This is not a scare seminar about what could happen
if it goes untreated," she said.
"It is just to show students
what options are out there for
counseling and treatment."

Candidate to interview today
The second of four candidates for the
position of university and governmental
relations liaison director will come before a
search committee today to discuss his qualifications as a university lobbyist.
David Starrett will be interviewed by a
search committee at 11 a.m. today in the
BOG Room of Booth Library. Starrett is
currently the chief executive officer for
Advocacy Associates in Springfield.
Starrett received a bachelor's degree in

political science and sociology from the
University of Illinois at Chicago in 1987.
Jacqueline Clapp interviewed for the
position Friday. Clapp is currently the
director of volunteer services at Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president, said the lobbyist position will be
under her direction.
- Staff report

UB Lectures Presents:

Beatrice Kerr
"Living with HIV"
Tues., Jan. 24th 8p.m.
Grand Ballroom
$1 w/ID
I III

UNIVERSITY
~-~!!£'

.••_,

,.......,,........,

Small

S 2 ·9·9

Medium S399

Large

S499

~P?5n~d~rge$ 9
1FREE Topping

Cheesesticks
Breadsticks

$3.30
$1.99

99
.

Don't
Forget

TOPPERS

at your
Superbowl
Party

Positions Available Include:

I

Residence Hall Associate Counselor
Greek Court Associate Counselor
University Court Associate Counselor
Associate Computer Manager

Applications are available now at the Housing
Office and are due back January 31, 1995

Qualifications:
*Bachelor's Degree received by August 1995
*Cumulative Undergraduate GPA of at least 3.00
*Acceptance into the Eastern Illinois University
Graduate School
*Length of Contract is August 1, 1995, through
May 31, 1996

G.A. Informational Night
Let us answer your questions at
this optional meeting.
Tuesday, January 24, 7:30 p.m.
Kansas Room, University Union
Applications will be available at this meeting
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The violence continues
Gruesome
attack kills
18 Israelis
BEIT LID JUNCTION,
Israel (AP) - A suicide mission by Islamic militants
near a snack bar mobbed
with soldiers killed 18
Israelis and wounded about
60 Sunday with a gruesome
new tactic - igniting a small
blast and ambushing wouldbe rescuers with a second
major explosion.
The result was a hammer

Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin convened an emergency Cabinet session Sunday
evening to determine the
government's response.
The first step was a complete closure of the occupied
blow to the Israel-PLO peace territories, blocking the
treaty, already reeling from movement of all Palean unprecedented series of stinians into Israel.
attacks inside Israel.
It has been the response
President Ezer Weizman after each similar attack
proposed that Israel stop the and has kept tens of thoupeace talks for an extended sands of Palestinians away
review before expanding from jobs in Israel.
Palestinian self-rule into the
Rabin underscored the
West Bank. The president deepening concern about
has Ii ttle power but is such carnage by making his
looked to as an indicator of first personal inspection
the national mood in times tour of a suicide bombing
of crisis.
site.

STIX
Reuben Sandwich
w/coffeeortea

WASHINGTON (AP) - The suburban counties around Chicago continue to grow at a faster
rate than the rest of Illinois, and more people
are pushing farther away from the city, new figures from the U.S. Census Bureau show.
Only four of Illinois' 102 counties had doubledigit percentage increases from April I. 1990, to
July 1, 1994 - McHenry, Boone, Kendall and
Will. At the opposite end, 23 counties have
fewer people now than four years ago.
Over that period, Illinois' population rose an
estimated 2.8 percent, to 11,751, 774.
"What a lot of people want to do now is live in
a rural or less urban area, but they of course
want to have the opportunities to work in big
companies that pay well," said Ken Johnson, a
demographer at Loyola University in Chicago.

S~cial

w/ coffee or tea

s300

DINNER
Catfish Sand'Wich "4'"'
Chicken Alfredo
"5 .. 0
Pasta Alfredo
•5 .. o

Suburbs near Chicago growing
State population
also increasing

s4so

Soup/Sandwich

$125- 20 oz. lktd light llafts
$225 - Strawbmy DaquirEs
&Pina Coladls
Free Soft Diink Refill Ikiring Lunch & Dinner

Pool tt '' - Bar & Pool age 21: Never a cover
Your New Off-Campus Study Place

W'"s:

"So the compromise that is happening - and
it's not just in Chicago but in many parts of the
country - is that people will live at or beyond
the periphery of the metropolitan area, and
then they will commute in, really, to Jobs on the
edge of the metropolitan area."
The growth in the collar counties in this
decade follows a pattern from 1980-90.
McHenry County's population, for example,
jumped by almost one-quarter in the 1980s, the
state's highest rate. DuPage County, at 18.6
percent, ranked No. 2.
The new report also puts McHenry atop the
list, at 17.8 percent.
But Boone County.just to the west, is second,
growing by about one-eighth.
"Some of the suburbia and some of those sort
of subdivisions are being expanded further and
further out from what you might think of as
Chicago as a central city," said Mark Flotow,
who works at the Illinois Center for Health
Statistics in the state Public Health
Department.

Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-2am ·Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am ·Sun 11am-11pm

D ·o You •••••
Tonight:

12 oz.
Import Bottles
$~~Cl
509 VanBuren

345-2380

• Feel anxious or nervous in social situations?
• Worry that you may do something that
might embarrass yourself in front of others?
• Try the avoid these situations?
If so, help is available at the
Counseling Center. Call 581-3413 for a
free confidential consultation.

---R-·-umna-•
---- --

-

Monday 23rd • 6 - 9

1) 1 0 Time Intramural

"Labamba" • Greek Court

Sports Champions
(Current Point Leaders)

Tuesday 24th • 6 - 9
"Papa John's" • Greek Court

Wednesday 25th • 5:30 - 9
"Blimpie's" • Greek Court

Thursday 26th • 5:30 - ?
Formal Smoker • Greek Court

•

3)

-

·-

· .. ~ •n es~

2)

1994 - Peterson
Award Winner
For Outstanding
Sigma Chi Chapter

1994 - Phi-esta Bowl
Champions
(~ Years Straight)

*If You Want The BEST,
RUSH The BEST!!! !:'~

You'll Find It Here! •

For Rides And Information, Call 6866 or 6883
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AXA

AXA

The Men of

Lambda Chi Alpha

The Daily Eastern News

Ready to
Move
out of the
Dorm's?

present:

o's C ·
at

6:00 pm

What do these men
have in common?
•
•
•
•
•

at the

Lambda Chi Alpha
House
in Greek Court
For Rides & Info Call:
Dan
581-6880
571-6818

JERRY'S PIZZA
& Pub

AXA

Dick Butkus
Merv Griffin
Phil Simms
Terry Bradshaw
Ronald Regan

A. TKE
Find Out More:
Join us and the women of E.I.U. for
sub sandwiches at the ASA House.
From 7-9pm
Questions/ Rides Call:
Kyle 345-5822
Anthony 581-5864

HEAVEN'S GATES &

CORNER OF 4th & LINCOLN
345-2844

r---·----CARGE-------·,--------··smalr---·----1
: SINGLE INGREDIENT
!PIZZA & QT. OF COKE
!
$7.95
:
EXP. 1-30-95

SINGLE INGREDIENT :
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE!
$5.95
!
EXP. 1-30-95
:

L---------------------J----------------------J
Delivery noon to close

Professional
Help Needed!
Gain sales experience working as
an advertising representativefor
The Daily Eastern News.
Apply in North Gym of
Buzzard Building.

_______

. -----· ~

i
FREE

FREE

ADMISSION
Limited
Seating
First Come
First Seated

ADMISSION
Limited
Seating
First Come
First Seated

HELL'S FLAMES

A DRAMATIZED REAL LIFE PRESENTATION YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
PLAYED BEFORE CAPACITY CROWDS• CAST OF FITY •SOUND AND LIGHTING EFFECTS
SUNDAY, JANUARY 22, 1995 - 7 PM• MON. & TUES., JANUARY 23 & 24, 1995- 7 PM
E.l.U. UNIVERSITY BALLROOM (Union 2nd Floor) • Charleston , Ill
Sponsored by: Faith Builders Student Fellowship of EI U
For More Information Call: 348-5683 • 581-3552

TheDall7Balltern~ewe

•
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You're: carrying 15 credit hours., facing 20-pagc term papers, and parking is a niglhtmare. But
if you banked at Boatmen's at least managing your finances ,,.ouJd be easy. Just le >Ok at all
that our Collegiate Options banking package otlers:
Free usage of convenient Boaonen ' s; ATMs on Lincoln ~Kross frorn ()Id ~1ain,
uptown on the square, and at Wal - ~~art in Charleston
Personal checking account \vith unlimited check ''Tiring pri,ilcgcs and no rninin1un1
balance requirement
•• Free Boattnen's Banking Card or KfM card pro\ides sat~ty by dirninaring the need
fur carrying extra cash
.
•• Boa't!nen's Banking Card looks like a credit card but ,,·ork.s lil)c a check, clliminating
the haMle of showing extra ID or using out-ot:tO\\TI chcck.s.
•• 24-hour ace~ to your account infonnatien through telephone banking
•• Full service banking at our convenient facility located acros.s from pld Mciun
• 1

1

•

'

.

Now that you've had a refresher course, you kno\\' \\ hich checking account mak.es the
grade. So stop by your nearest Boatp1en's or call 345-210 l and s\\itch today.
1

..

•

BOATMEN'S®
BAl~K

(

~c:"\,_,,.. •\ ~ ... • .,.,.~ ,_....,..

UD ~

I..._----------------·- -----·-------t
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10 ~~~ CLASSI FI ED ADVE RTI SI NG

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

CL ASS I FIED
ADVE R TISING
P OLICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

I SER v ICE s OFFER Eo I
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants $
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's
income. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800 -263-6495 ext.
F57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1~0
ADULT & NOVELTY TOYS,
GAMES, and GIFTS for VALENTINES and PARTY PEOPLE are
at GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH!

~~-~~~~--~2/10

TUXEDO RENTALS are only
$39.95 if ordered by 2/28/95 at
GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH. We
also design CUSTOM WEDDING
GOWNS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/10
BALLET, TAP, JAZZ Dance classes/ all levels. JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE CENTER 3457182.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1~7
BACK/NECK PAIN? Doctors Ors.
Don/Nancey
Selvidge,
Chiropractor, Worthington Center,
Charleston, 345-2249. Reduced
fees for EIU students/ employees/
dependents.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _216

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for

H ELP WANTED

any reason it becomes nec-

essary to omit an advertisement.

D I R ECTO R Y
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL
TRAINING / SC H OOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
ROOMMATES
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Career opp. for PT Physical Rehab Aide for the 3-11 shift. Must
be organized and dependable.
Exper. preferred but will train
the right person. Apply in person 738 18th St., Charleston.
EOE.
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31
Programming position avail. 4
p.m .-9 p.m. $5 per hour to
assist with teaching individual
client goals. OT positions also
avail. FT or PT $5.30-5.50 per
hour. Apply in person 738 18th
St, Charleston. EOE.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

Help Wanted: Dairy Queen is
taking applications for lunch
hours. Must be available 11 :0012:30. Apply after 2 pm . 20
State Street

~--~~~--~-1/23

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send
SASE
to
Central
Distributors P 0. Box 10075,
Olathe, KS 66051.
~~~~~~~~~~1/25
MODELS NEEDED . Male or
Female
models
in
Art
Department L ife Drawi ng
Classes for Spring 1995
semester. If interested call 581 3410 to apply.
1/26
~
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IN-THE

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal & full-time employment
available at National Parks,
Forests $ Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Apply now
for best positions. Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N57383.
1/30
A
LA
-S
~K
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_
S_
U
_M
_M
_
E=
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~M
PLOY-

MENT - fishing Industry. Earn to
$3,00-$6,000+/month + benefits.
Male/Female. No experience necessary (206) 545-4155 ext.
_________
A57384.
1~0

RIDES / RIDERS

~I_ _H_E_L P_ _W_A_N_T_E_D_~I ~I_ _A_o_o_P_T_IO_N_ _~I ~I_ _su_B_L_E_s_so_R_s_~I ~I_ _F_o_R_ R_E_NT_ _~

Need Electronic technician full
time with 5 years experience in
color TV repair and a data entry
person part time with 1 year
experience with Windows in
either Microsoft Works or Lotus.
Call 348-8827 or send a resume
to 718 1/2 Monroe Ave .,
Charleston, ll 61920.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1~7

LIVES OF CHILDREN Birch
Tra il Camp for Girls, NW
Wisconsin, seeks committed,
fun, motivated people as cabin
counselor/activity instructors
(you name it, we teach it!),
wilderness leaders, lifeguards,
climbers , secretaries, kitchen
workers & more! Top pay, generous travel allowance plus
room & board! Want to help create a nurturing, non-competitive, supportive environment for
children? Call Ri chard or
Rachel: 1-800-544-CAMP!
1/27
~
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America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
or Florida! 110% Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Schedules!!
(800)95-BREAK.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
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Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student D Yes D No

Phone:

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad t o read:

licensed Mass. Adoption Agency
helping those considering an
adoptive placement. legal, confidential. Allowable expenses paid.
Call 800-333-3424 for more information.
_ca12/9, 1/23-27, 2/14-17, 3/2024, 4/10-14,24-28
Our hearts are filled with love to
give. Stayhome mom/involved
dad can offer your baby a wonderful home, loving family and the
brightest future . Please let us
help. Call anytime Sharon & Scott
1-800-862-2229 or our attorney
1-800-241 -5384.

SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER 1995.
PRICE
NEGOTIABLE.
CONTACT MATT MADIGAN AT
345-3657.
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OF A 2 BEDROOM APT. 1
BLOCK TO CAMPUS. $135.00 A
MONTH, PLUS 1/2 UTILITIES.
CALL JIM WOOD AT C/21, 3454488. RE JENNY HARNS APT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1~5
3 BDRM. APT. FOR SUMMER
'95. $645 + UTIL FURNISHED.
CALL 345-5599.

Young, financially secure couple
seeks to adopt healthy infant.
Married 7 years living in rural
community. Call Debbie Cobb,
Attorney, collect 618-692-6300.

FOR R ENT

c

Tri-plex: one efficiency plus two
apartments for groups of four
people. Available fall Spring of
'95-' 96. AC , laundry, Parking,
Low utilities. 175-200 dollars per
person. Dave 234-4831
~~~-~_ _ _ _.2/10
Fall '95. 1 bedroom apartments, 2
people $195 each. 1 person
$350. All utilities included. Quiet,
mature person. References
required. 345-6759. If no answer,
leave a message.

~~-~~~~~--5/1

For Lease, 95-96 school year: 10
month lease, 1 house 7 to 8 people, 2 houses 3 people each, several 1 bedr. apts., 1-2 bdr. Apt.,
Close to campus. Call 345-2516
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23

c

_Re_fe_re_nc_e_B_rad_1o_af)~~~3o,2/6,14 I
AM p U S
LJp S
R OOMMATES
I '---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Females to share apartment with
other females for summer. Dave
234-4831

~---~-~---·2/10

Now open nice private room to
share house with three girls near
Old Main 348-8406 or 348-1417.

~-----~---1/27

Roommates needed to share
Apartment for fall 95. Own rooms.
348-7546.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/27

SUBLESSORS
2 sublessors needed. Royal Hts.
Avail. anytime. 345-4612.

~--~~---~1~5

Female Sublessor NeededAvailable immediately- beautiful
apartme nt to share with two
roommates. Fully furnished with
partial util ities included. Only
$165/mo. 345-8537.
1/27
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SPRING. QUIET 1 112 BEDROOM UPTOWN APARTMENT.
$275
INCLUDES
WATER/CABLE. PETS OK - 3485968 DEE DEE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/26

CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center is sponsoring a
"Successful Interviewing Techniques• program today from 12noon-1 pm,
in the Charleston/Mattoon. The event is free-of-charge to all students
and alumni.
IAEA MEETING TODAY at 6pm in FAA Rm 302.
ENGLISH CLUB, FIRST Meeting at 6:30pm today in Coleman lounge.
All welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA service fraternity Actives meeting at 6:30pm in
the Sullivan Rm, Union. All interested in pledging are invited to attend.
MATH ENERGY GENERAL meeting at 6:30pm in the Grand Ballroom.
Lettie Homan speaks on "Throwing Away the Textbooks."
THE COUN SELING CENTER Workshop, "Dangerous Dieting," presented by Linda Anderson, is ?pm tonight in the Effingham Rm, Union.
This program is full of information on anorexia and bulimia, and how to
help yourself or someone you are worried about.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTE R Liturgy Preparation tonight for
Weekend Masses at ?pm in the Newman Center Office.
FAITH BUILDERS FELLOWSHIP 'Heaven's Gates & Hell's Flames•
presentation is Mon 24th and Tues 25th at ?pm in the University
Ballroom. Free Admission, First come first seated.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY first meeting is tonight at 5pm in
Phys Sci Building Rm 415.
DELTA SIGMA Pl meeting tonight at 5:30pm in Lumpkin Rm 17. Wear
professional attire all day.

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-orofit campus organizational event All Clips Should be submmed to
Tne Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submmed as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.} Clips submmed AFTER DEADL.INE
WILL NOT be published. No clips Will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

ACROSS

2 5 Parts of table
48 Loewe's partner
settings
on Broadway
t Sobbed
2a Source of some 47 Trudge
s Dangerous
49 0thello's
PBS programs
March date
ancient
29 Six-foot two, for
9 First-class, in
so
1928 work
example
slang
composed by
33
Prying
tool
1' Lotion
37-Across w ith
34 Mother of
ingredient
"The'
Hermes
t5 Kind of tide
57 Ache (tor)
35 "Get outta
1s Boisterous
58 Moses' attire
here! "
festivity
59 One corner in
3&Numero - 17 Bottle tops
Monopoly
ta - - Rivera.
3 7 Composer Kurt 60 Coke rival
Calif.
6 1 Hardly-38 Popular oil
(rarely)
11 Warner - additive
62 Sicilian spewer
(C harlie Chan of 39 Gabby bird
film)
63 Vaudeville's Ole
41 - - ofFame
20 1943 musical
64 June honorees
42 Grudge
composed by
65Soundsof
37-Across
44 Bridge option
reproof
23 Poker opener
45 Light switch
positions
24 "High" time

DOWN

t Texas city
2Dash
3 John Paul. e.g.
4 Having a valid
will
s Feeds the
computer
6 Clear the w inter
windshield
1Apiece
a On e maybe
roseate
& Utah city

Un<ler Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only} _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. wordsfdays
Payment:

O cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

0

Cred~

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.

Puzzle by Joy L. Wouk

21 It's unique
22 Kind of point

25 Well -padded
26 See 31 ·Down

21 Three English
rivers
2a Fights to save
sinking boat

a

32 Gentle runner
34 Rambled
37 Rodeo yell
40 Slander
42 Utah lily
43 light plane
46 Cake features
48 Red Square
figure

51 Dog command
52 Hip songs
5 3 Exploding star
54Gobbles
55 Where to do
figure eights
S6 " Oh, woe!"

30 Bret Harte
character

Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXC EPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

31 With 26-Down.
w ife of
37-Across

IMONDAY
P.M. WTW0-2
WCIA-3
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News
Entmt. Tonight
6:30 Cops
The Nanny
7 :00 Fresh Prince
Dave's World
7:30 Blossom
8:00 Movie:Escape from Murphy Brown
8:30 Terror
CVbi
9:00
Chicago Hope
9:30
10:00 News
News
1 0:30 Jay Leno (10:35) David (10:35)

49 Not yet risen

so Printer's goof

JANUARY 23
WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox.a, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
College BaSl<etbaJI

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons
MoVie: Play Misty
For Me

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Be;ood2000

Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

...Boss?
...Boss?

Future Quest
Think Twice

Unsolved
Myst.

Melrose Place

Nalt6aJWOl1<!

Little House on
the Prairie

Figure Skating

American Cinema

Movie:Olild of Rage

Models Inc.

Kokoda-The
Bloody Track

St. Elsewhere

Deep
Space Nine

Mamg of a Continent News
Panther Country

Golden Globe
Awards

Cops
Cops

Natural WOl1d

Movie King
Solomons Mine

coacn
...New Ballgame

Murder,
She Wrote

MoVie: Tango &
Cash

WWF Wrestling

News
Married ...

Sportseenter

Tekwar

News

Wings
Wings

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Good Neighbors
Movie

UnsolVed
Mysteries

Trailside
Movie

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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Morton Park Apt Leasing for Fall.
Furnished 2 Bedrooms. $210 each
for 2. $165 each for 3. Best Value.
Girls Only. 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
Now leasing houses for 1995-96
for groups of 2 to 6 people. All
close to campus. 10 mo lease. NO
PETS. 345-3554 AFTER 5:00 pm.
~~-~~--~~1/25
For Rent: 2 Bedroom Apartment.
Very nice, reasonable. Year lease.
345-2416.
~~~-~~~~~1/23
Now leasing, 1995-96 school year.
Two-bedroom furnished apartments. McArthur Manor Apartment,
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231
Monday-Friday,
_ _ _ _ _ 8-5.
_ _ _ _ _&1
FOR RENT: Nice 2 Bedroom Apt. 4
month lease. 617 W. Grant,
Charleston. Call 348-1681 .

--------~1/26

Houses For Rent 4 bedrooms,
across the street from campus.
Pets welcome. B&B Enterprises
232-4466. This is a toll free
Charleston phone number.
1/31
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rooms for 2-3 girls, 10 month lease,
call CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between 3-9 pm.

·--------~1/24

Women Only- Rooms for Rent in
large house. Very clean. 1 block
from union. All sem avail. The
house - 345-5692. Pat Novak (708)
789-3772.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2fl
Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent. Call 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/1
Nice 2 and 3 BDRM APTS.
Available washer, trash, parking,
included. Call 348-0819 leave mes-

sage.
~---~~~~~1/24

House for 6 girls fall 95-96, close to
campus- parking included. $160.00
plus utilities. 348-5120.
1/23
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SIZE APTS. AVAI LABLE FOR
SUMMER AND FALL. 897-6266.

Book bag lost in Science
Bui lding. Purple and greenReward. 581-3629.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
Lost- a black 3-ring binder around
the Library Reserve area. Call
Michelle at 348-5576.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1995 MR/MS EIU Bodybuilding
Championships, March 3 7:00
pm, Buzzard Auditorium for information call 253-5429.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
PHI BETA CHI SOCIAL SORORITY DON'T LET GREEK LIFE
PASS YOU BY, BE A BETA CHI!
JOIN OUR NATIONAL SORORITY. FOR FRIENDSHIP, ACADEMICS, SOCIAL ACTIVITIES,
AND PERSONAL ACHI EVEMENT! RUSH PARTIES ARE ON
JAN. 17TH 7:30 PM, JAN 18TH
8:30 PM, AND JAN 23RD 7 30
PM AT IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH STUDENT CENTER,
902 CLEVELAND AV E . FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL
KRIS AT 345-9464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO
REPAYMENTS, EVER. QUALIFY
IMMEDIATELY. 1 800 243 2435.
3/ 10
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BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida where
guys meet girls! New motel on
the ocean , AAA-rated , beach
volley ball, free MTV. Pool and
wet bar open 24 hours. Don't be
l eft out of this Speci al
Promotion- Cal l 1- 800-6820919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/15
New Super Bed tans even the
Biggest Man in 15 min sessions.
10 sessions $50.00, Jamaican
tan 348-0018, 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23

~~~-~---~1/25

Ladies Swim wear arrivi ng at
Jamaican tan. Check out the
hottest in Bi kini & Skimpy
swimwear. 348-0018, 41 0 7th St.

FOR SALE

New Bed, New Bulbs, New Early
Bird Hours. Early Risers check us
out for unadvertised specials and
a cup of coffee. Starts Mon., M W
F 6-9. 348-0018 410 7th St.
1/23

For Fall 95: 2/3 Bedroom Houses,
5 Bedroom House, 1/2 Bedroom
Apartments. Call 348-5032.
1/27

(FOR SALE): 1400 TANDY LAPTOP COMPUTER. ALSO HAS
WORKS & QUICKEN PROGRAMS. NEW $1300, SELL FOR
$400. BUNDY WOOD CLARINET$200. BECKY KARCH 345-4072.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25

CAPONE'S A GREAT PLACE
FOR YOUR PRIVATE FUNCTION . BOOK YOUR DATE
TODAY. 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Andrea Soberay and Liz Hayes,
Your sisters will miss you. Have a
good semester.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23
Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Ghil
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
SIGMA NU'S: Congrats on activation and best of luck with rush.
Phi Sig Love, Kelly W.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
At TED'S Wednesday 25- SAMS
Lip-Sync Contest. 3$ cover with
beer specials. Doors open 9 pm-1
am. Everyone welcome!!
1/25
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Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Chi!
1/23
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rush! I know you will do a great
job. Love, Carrie.

~-------~1/23

City Council Rep Applications
Available. If interested pick one
up in the MLK Union Rm 201.
Must return by Jan 25 at 4:30.

--------~1/24

Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Ghil
1/23
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U SH ton ight at 6:00. Call Jason for
rides and info: 348-1451.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

RUGBY. RUGBY. RUGBY. If you
are interested in obtai ning a
Rugby supply catalog, call USA
Rugby at (800)872- 7842 &
Midwest Rugby at (800)8698270. Tell them you're with EIU
Rugby.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Chi! Rush Delta Chi!
Rush Delta Chi!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
Congratulations
to
last
semester's Phi Delta Theta
pledges for placing #1 at EIU in
grades! Phikeias are untouchable!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
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OFFICIAL
NOTICE
Drop Deadline
The deadline for dropping
classes is today. Jan. 23.
AT 4 pm If you do not
want the class to appear on
your record OR if you do
not want to be charged for
the hours. Plan to call in on
Touch-Tone at least 15
minutes before the system
goes down. There will be
no evening hours for the
Touch-Tone System on this
day
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is coming due ...

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK

Sell your stuff
in TheNews'

Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR

YOU!!

Calvin and Hobbes

with

Theo-

Eastern ..

IP/ Bill Wathll mn

--------~1/23
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Monday-Thursday 6-8 pm at KOR
House, 509 Lincoln Ave across
from Old Main, next to Midas.
Pizza, subs & tacos. Stop by &
meet us all week.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/23
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Bulls club world champs Krzyzewski gone
Olajuwon held to season-low scoring output
CHICAGO (AP) - Hakeem
Olajuwon was held to a season-low 15 points on 2-for-18
shooting and B.J. Armstrong
led a balanced Chicago attack with 20 points as the
Bulls beat the Houston
Rockets 100-81 Sunday.
Toni Kukoc scored 18
points and Scottie Pippen
and Steve Kerr added 15
each to help the Bulls win
the matchup of teams that
won the last four NBA titles.
Robert Horry scored 19
points to lead the defending
champion Rockets, who have
lost four of their last five
games. Houston shot 33 percent to Chicago's 50 percent.
"I shot 2-of-18? Must be
the worst game of the season," said Olajuwon, whose
15-point showing was, indeed, his season low. "I was

not in the flow. I missed a lot
of easy baskets."
The Bulls, especially their
center trio of Will Perdue,
Luc Longley and Bill Wennington, like to think they
had something to do with
Hakeem the Dream's nightmare.
"He had a cold night and
struggled to finish his
shots," Longley said, "but we
got in his way now and
again."
Said Perdue, who had 10
points and 11 rebounds: "My
mom always said that three
was better than one. We've
got 18 fouls to give."
Bulls coach Phil Jackson
credited the rotation of his
team's defense, resulting in
double- and triple-teams
that stifled and frustrated
Olajuwon in the nationally

televised matchup of teams
that won the last four NBA
titles.
The Bulls have had a
tough-to-analyze situation
so far this season. They usually beat good teams like
Houston, Orlando, Phoenix
and New York but consistently lose to bad clubs like
Washington, Milwaukee,
New Jersey and the Clippers.
Such inconsistency has
condemned the Bulls - NBA
champions in 1991, 1992
and 1993 - to a 20-19 record
as the season approaches its
midway point.
'Tm mystified, sometimes
befuddled," Jackson said.
"Maybe the good teams
underestimate us like we
underestimate the bad
teams," Longley said.

History - as well as 49ers
tvnAMI (AP) - Not only do the San
Diego Chargers enter Super Bowl week
as the biggest underdog ever against a
San Francisco team expected to be the
11th straight NFC winner, but they bear
an additional burden: The tradition of
first-time Super Bowl entries is dismal.
Twelve times a first-timer has faced a
team that's been there before and only
twice has the first-timer won Pittsburgh against Dallas in 1975; the
New York Giants against Denver in
1987.
The rest of the time they've lost, often
badly. And there's a reason for it.
"You want to get as much work possi-

ble in the off-week," says San Francisco's
left tackle, Steve Wallace. "When you get
there, you know you have demands from
the media and from people who want
your tickets or your time." In fact, the
problems of a newcomer may be best
illustrated in the four straight losses by
Buffalo.
The first time they made the Super
Bowl, after the 1990 season, they came
in off a 51-3 win over the Raiders and
were favored by a touchdown over the
Giants, who had squeaked by the 49ers
15-13.
But that was one of the years with a
break of only one week between the

'-'or
rest of season
l
~

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) Duke basketball coach
Mike Krzyzewski, recovering from back surgery,
will not coach again this
season.
Athletic director Tom
Butters said Sunday the
4 7-year-old coach will
return to for the 1995-96
season.
Physicians, university
officials and Krzyzewski
agreed that to rush his
recovery and rehabilitation from surgery and
exhaustion would not be
in the best interests of the
coach or the school.
Krzyzewski underwent
back surgery on Oct. 22
for a displaced disc. Instead of taking the stan-

dard time off for rehabilitation, he went back to
work in preparation for
the season in about two
weeks.
Two days after the Blue
Devils lost their Atlantic
Coast Conference season
opener to Clemson, Krzyzewski complained of exhaustion and was admitted to Duke University
Hospital on Jan. 6.
On Jan. 10, Krzyzewski
was released from the
hospital with instructions
not to have any contact
with the basketball team
or any other administrative responsibilities. Originally, the school said he
would not return for several weeks.

against San Diego

championship game and the Super Bowl
and the Giants were far better prepared
- they already had a contingency game
plan in for the Bills.
The Giants, who played in San
Francisco, also flew directly to Tampa
and were there Monday morning while
the Bills waited a day at home, took
their time on the game plan and lost 2019.
Two years later, Buffalo was now
Super Bowl-hardened, having lost to the
Giants and Washington. They played
Dallas, which had been there before but
was making its first appearance in 15
years and was coming in with a new cast

of characters, from owner Jerry Jones
and coach Jimmy Johnson on down.
So Johnson called Bill Parcells, who
coached the Giants to their two Super
Bowl victories.
"He said to make sure of two things,"
Johnson recalls. "Get the game plan in
early and get an administrator to take
care of the players' distractions - tickets,
families, things like that."
This San Francisco team, which last
okayed in the Su per Bowl five years ago,
has only eight players left from that
squad, which beat Denver 55-10, plus
four others who played in the Super
Bowl with other teams.

Spring Rush 1995
Monday, January 23
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN PASTA DINNER!
Come by the Sigma Pi House for all you
can eat authentic Italian Pasta Dinner.
Serving starts at 6pm.

Tuesday, January 24
BLIMPIE SUB NIGHT!
Join us at the Sigma Pi House for all you can
eat subs from Blimpie. Serving starts at 6pm.

Wednesday, January 25
PIZZA!
Stop by the house and enjoy pizza from
Pizza Hut with the men of Sigma Pi.
Serving Starts at 6pm

Thursday, January 26
FORMAL SMOKER

The Men of Sigma Pi and their VIP Guests invite
you to the Fraternity house for our Formal Smoker.
348-5413
Event starts at 6pm.
345-9523
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HAIRBENDERS II
Winter Blues Special!
:$200

13

o ffe rs the

r-----------------------------------------------,
Haircuts, Pe~ms, Col oring,
:
Pedicures
& Manicures
Expires 1/31/95

1

:

OFF

:

:

HAIRBENDERS

1

i
:

345-6363 :

L-----------------------------------------------~

The Men of

Delta Tau Delta

CLASSIC GREEK FARE.

would like to recognize
their fellow brothers for their

Outstanding Academic Achievements
4.00
Jeff Kocis
You don't have to pledge to a secret Greek society to rush for this pizza.
All you need t o do ls call Papa John's a n d the p e rfect pizz a at the
perfect price will b e d eliver e d right to your door. No secret hand shakes
or t ogas necessary but you'll find yourself among friends, so call soon.
Perteet Piz7..a. Perfect Price. Everyday.

3.50 - 3.99
Matt Herman
Dan Landano
Matt Moritz
Mark Pawlack
Steve Tweitmeyer

rPiPlii• 426348-W. 8~82
Lincoln

3.00 - 3.49
Steve Biedron
Ben Board
Pat Colalillo
Chris Jones
Shane Morgan
Bob Ruf
Todd Strong

Thomas Biewald
Tim Cannon
Brian Gutraj
Joe Moreno
Jon Rankins
Chris Simmons
John Treadway

od~~1~~&:WRzza.1

Jeff Zilch
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X-Large 1 Topping 1 Late Night Special 1 Party Pack I
s99s or 2 X-Large I Buy one 14"
4 Large 1
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~arge for the
1 t o pping piz z as 1
1 topping
u----- 1 pnce of a small. 1
$21 g s
I
E>plre•
1129195

"join Us
Chi,~

I

I
I
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Delta Sigma Phi, ~:Lei>

I

1P'zar..

Delta Tau Delta, ~T ~

Lamda Chi Alpha, AXA

Phi Delta Theta, cI>~e

PI Kappa Alpha, TIKA

1123
1124
1125
1/ 26

6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00

Crebo's Cajun Chilli
Pizza Feast
Burgers & Brats
Formal Smoker

5:30
6:00
6:00
6:00

1123 6:00
1124 6:00
1125 6:00
1126 6:00

Mexican Casino Night
A Taste of ~cl>
Italian Dinner
Formal Smoker

Pre-Super Bowl Party
Taco Bell Night
Open House,
meet the Phl's
Domino's Pizza
All-You-Can-Eat
Formal Smoker

1123 7:09

1/ 23
1/24
1/ 25
1/ 26

6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00

Taste of IIKA
Fiesta Night
Blue Chip
Informal Smoker

1505 1st St.- Behind Long John Silvers

Call 581-6595 for more information

Sigma Nu, :LN

Sigma Phi Epsilon, :LcI>E

Sigma Pi, I.TI

1125 6:00
1/26 7:00

Steak Dinner
All- You- Can -Eat
Papa John's Pizza
LN Sports Night
Make your own Subs
LNCasino
Spaghetti Dinner &
Formal Smoker

Call 581 -6898 for more information

1123 6:00
1124 6:00
1/25 6:00
1/26 6:00

Build Your Own Tacos
Pizza & Bread Sticks
All-You-Can-Eat
Chilli
Your journey of
broilierhooa begins
with our Formal
Smoker

Can 581-2718 for more Information

Kappa Delta Rho, ~p
1/23 6:00
1/ 24 6:00
1/25 6:00
1/ 26 6:00

l /23 6:00
1/24 6:00
1/ 25 7:00
l /26 7:00

Pasta Night
Blimple Sub Night
Pizza Hut
"Pizza Night"
Formal Smoker

Sigma Chi, :LX
l /23 6:00
1/24 6:00

1126 5:30

IFC SPRING RUSH

All-You-Can-Eat
La Bamba
All-You-Can-Eat
Papa john's
All-You-Can-Eat
Blimpie's
Formal Smoker

Tau Kappa Epsilon, TKE
1/ 23

7-9:00

1/ 24

7-9:00

1/ 25

7-9:00

1/ 26

7-9:00

1/ 27

Call 345-9523 for more information

All-You-Can-Eat
Papa John's
All-You-Can-Eat
Bllmpie 's Subs
Mexlcan Fiesta
Formal Smoker

509 Lincoln, across from Old Main
581-3829

1/25 6:00

Call 581-6890 for more information

1123 6:00
1124 6:00

Additional toppings $1.25 Each

Rush Schedules
are as follows:

Call 581-6893 for more information

1125 6:00
1/26 7:00

1123
1/24
1125
1/ 26

I

I

--~-----------~-----------~

Call 581-6790 for more information

1124 6:00

Pizza Feast wi the
Men of LiX
Open House
Come as you are
Super-Bowl Pre-Party
Formal Smoker

7

After 9p.m. only

Q&A ...Why should I
join a fraternity?
1124 7:00
The Delt Experience ...
What can I expect?
1125 7:00
Social Night with
the Delts
1126 7:00
Shades of Purple and
Gold-Formal Smoker
Info 348-8222 or 348-0473

1123 6:00

I

iiiB
I ·
_.,,._ I
(PijlA JO iiS)li~~;~~ fPDA JOHls)I i ~;;~~ (ii(M JOlllS) 1

Additional toppings $1.25 Each
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Delta

®

Join Tau Kappa Epsilon and the
ladles of EIUat the ASA House
for BUmple•s Subs
Join the TEKES and the
women of EIU for Ice Cream at
the ASA House
Taco Time with the
TEKES and the women of
EIU at the $D: House
Pizza with the TEKES atJeny's-Join Usll
Informational I Bid Night

For info/rides call 581-5864 or 345-5822

If youhave anyquestions, please feelfree tocontact
Jason Baier
Onterfraternity Council Vice-President of Rush)
581-6572
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Eastern New s

Women _ _ _ __
• From Page 16

turnovers in the whole game,
and 10 of them were in the
first half," she said. "We really got the job done in the second half.
"We usually practice our
free throws at the end of each
practice. I didn't shoot any on
Saturday but everyone else
did a fantastic job at the
line."
Valparaiso (8-6 overall, 5-2
in the Mid-Con) was led by
Darcie Miller's 20 points and
six rebounds. Carrie Forsman
added 13 more, going a perfect 5-for-5 from the field.
Wednesday, Eastern will
take a one-game hiatus away
from the conference to face
Oral Roberts in Lantz Gym at
5:15 p.m.
Coach J ohn Klein could not
be reached for comment Sunday.

EASTERN 80 , Valpar aiso 72
Eastern (80)
Probst 4-8 0-0 8, Garbova 9-18
0-0 19, Beck 3-4 4-4 10, Polka 19 2-2 4, Green 1-4 2-2 4, Lee 4-6
7-7 15, Laska 0-2 0-0 2, Frazier
4-8 2-4 10 , Eades 4-5 2-4 10
Totals 30-64 19-23 80.
Valparaiso (72)
Schmoyer 3-7 0-0 6, Schultz 2-7
0-0 4, Miller 10-1 7 0-0 20,
Diefenthaler H 4-10 3-4 12,
Diefenthaler L 2-10 3-4 8, Galuppi
0-0 0-2 0, Schroeder 2-4 0-0 4,
Drabicki 2-6 0-0 3, Forsman 5-5
3-5 13
Totals 30-66 9-15 72.

1

2

F

EASTERN 30
50
- 80
Valparaiso 32
40
- 72
Three-point goals: Eastern 1-5
(Polka 0-2, Green 0-2, Garbova 11), Valparaiso 3-1 1 (Schultz 0-3,
Diefenthaler H 1-4. Diefenthaler L
1-3, Drabicki 1-1); Fouled out:
Eastern- none; Valparaiso Miller; Turnovers: Eastern- 15,
Rice- 15.

Swimmers_ _ __
• From Page 16
Western (100 yard-freestyle
Doug Habben captured a first and 200-yard individual medat UI C (100/200 yard free- ley) and one first place at UIC
style) and a first at Western {100-yard butterfly). Shelley
(200-yard freestyle). Drew Untersee captured one firstShepardson captured a first at place finish at UIC (100-yard
UIC (100/200 yard breast- backstroke) and one at
stroke) .
Western (200-yard backFor the women, a competi- stroke) .
"A few people did a good
tive performance against UIC
was hoped for by Padovan. But job," Padovan said. "We just
Saturday, the Westerwinds have to get used to these backtalent simply overwhelmed to-back meets. Doing it was
Eastern's women, who have worthwhile, but definitely not
been swimming above average for the outcome. We all seem
throughout the season.
to be thinking three or four
Maridee Hisgen captured weeks ahead, instead of thinktwo first-place finishes at ing at the present."

--------------·

-------------1~

BODY BUILDING

Iii
iii

For info call...

!f.

MR. & MRS. EIU

CHAMPIONSHIP jfi
March 3, 1995 if.
McAfee !ei
Auditorium Iii
7:00pm iii
Ill

253-5429 or 348-0819

Iii

,===========•=
Happy B-Day
Angela!

From your 4th
floor pal~ Julie,
Angie, 1ami,
Martfla, Christy,
Amy

Additional Toppings
only $1.25
more each

Make it a 2 1/2
Pound Pan for
~Only $1.00 More!

Call for EIU 's
Favorite Pizza!

GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

The Daily Eastern News
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Panthers _ _ _ __
t From Page 16
Ensminger (19 points , 13
rebounds) combined for 19
first-half points on six of 10
shooting.
But the Panthers opened
the second half with a 25-14
run that cut the Crusader
lead to 55-53 with 9:35 remaining. Derrick Landrus
had eight of his 15 points in
that stretch.
But it was junior guard
Johnny Hernandez who
sparked the Panthers with a
team-high 17 points (10 in the
second halt) , shooting five-for10 from the field and two-forthree from beyond the arc.
Hernandez, whose 17 points
tied a career high, also had
five rebounds and four assists.
"That was a gutty performance (by Hernandez), asking him to defend at the small
forward spot," Samuels said.

Totals

FG
5·10
4-6
6-13
5-14
1-2
3-5
4-10
0-0

28-60

Spring Rush 1995

FT Reb A TP Crusaders
5.5
5 4 17 Redmon
0-0
5 0
9 Charles
2-2
5 3 15 Ensminger
2-6
7 1 13 Barker
0-0
2 0
2 Drew
0-1
1 2 8 Lorenzi
1-2 0
3 10 Dick
0-0 0 0 0 Allison
Jenkins
10-17 29 13 74 Totals

FG
FT Reb A TP
9-17 3-4 2
1 22
5-5
0 10
0-3 10
7-13 5-9 13 1 19
3-7
2-2 1
2
9
0-4 2-4 2
12 2
1-1 0-0 0
0
3
0-1 0-0 0
1
0
5-7 3-3 4
1 13
0-0 0-0 0
0
0
30-55 15-25 40 18 78

Halftime: Valparaiso 41 , Eastern 28. Three-point field goals: Eastern 8-23,
(Jordan 1-6, Frankford 1-2, Hernandez 2-3. Landrus 1-4, Comer 2-2, Moore 16), Valparaiso 3-11 (Redmon 1-6, Ensminger 0-1, Barker 1-1, Drew 0-2, Lorenzi
1-1); Fouled out: Eastern - Hernandez, Valparaiso - none; Turnovers:
Eastern-1 6, Valparaiso-19.

Eastern _ _ _ __
~

From Page 16

margin.
"We were not very big with
our three-guard lineup," Samuels said.
"Those (rebounds) were very.
very big for us (down the
stretch) ," Drew said. "(It)
allowed us to run the clock
down."
Down 76-74, the Panthers
had a chance to win with 5.4
seconds left. But Johnny
Moore's wide-open three-point

.AT.A

But in the end, the Panthers could not capitalize on
the Crusaders mistakes, with
Valpo missing five straight
free throws at one point in the
final three minutes of the
game.
Monday, Jan. 23 ..... "Q & A Why Should I
After three straight conferJoin A Fraternity? "
7:00pm - 9:00pm
ence road games that took the
"We would be lying if we said
Panthers across most of the
eastern United States, they
we were the best house on campus; of course, so would they."
can take solace in the fact
Food will be offered
that eight of their next 11
All events will take place at the Delt Shelter 1707 9th St.
games are at home in Lantz
348-8222 or 348-0473
Gym.
And maybe more importantly, Eastern won't have to ~·~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
leave the state for their next
Mon:
nine conference games, with
seven at home and two in
Chicago.
"We may have to overcome
some adversity for awhile,"
said Samuels, "but we'll have
some help by playing at
home."

Valparaiso 78, EASTERN 74
Panthers
Hernandez
Frankford
Landrus
Jordan
Odumuyiwa
Comer
Moore
Rossi

15

attempt fell short and Valpo's
Anthony Allison made both free
throws after being fouled to
round out the game's scoring.
"He won't miss those very
often," said Drew on Moore's
shot. "He probably got too good
a look."
"I don't think we could have
asked for a more open shot,"
Samuels said. "We wanted a
three-point shot - we didn't
think we'd have a shot (to win)
in overtime."

"Pre- Super Bowl Party" at
Phi Delta Theta
Tues: "Open House" meet the men
of Phi Delta Theta
Wed: "All you can eat Domino's" with
the men of Phi Delta Theta
Phi Delta Theta is the lar9est International fraternity,
we have initiated over
quality men .

194,000

146

years of fraternity tradition .

All events 6 -8
For rides or info call Jason 348-1451

the ]UNCTION
---------------------------------------Union
Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area ......
The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6
billiard tables, video and pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested injoining a league this spring should stop by the
Junction in the Union or call 581-3616
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (.35¢)

LEAGUE TIMES ...
6:30p.m. & 9p.m ... .
6:30p.m. & 9p.m ... .
4:30p.m ................ .
7:00p.m ................ .
* (ABC Sanctioned)

Monday Night COED
Tuesday Night COED
Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.*
Wednesday Night Men

Location ... North end of UNION STATION
Hours •.. M-TH ... 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F ..... ... ... 10:00 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Sat ....... 2:00 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
Sun ..... 4 :00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Monday at

<:/'tl.a rt y 's
Grilled Chicken

w/Fries $2

99

would like to thank

$3 Pitchers

lcehouse, Lite, Red Dog
Sports on 4 TV's
Buffalo Wings only s1

C & M VIDEO

cc~~
VIDEO
DESIGNATED DRIVER PROGRAM

The Dailf Eutern !fews
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Balanced
attack
sparks
women

Depleted Panthers fall short
Lack of height foils
Eastern comeback
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate s ports editor

VALPARAISO, Ind. - A potential
game-winning three-pointer by Johnny
Moore with two seconds left rimmed out
as Eastern fell to Valparaiso 78-74 in
front of almost 5,000 fans in Valparaiso,
Ind.
Down three points with one minute,
40 seconds left in the game, Valpo got
three crucial offensive boards down the
stretch against an Eastern team that,
because of injuries to its big men, had to
play a smaller lineup.
Forwards Andre Rodriguez and
Michael Slaughter, who are both out
with injuries, were sorely missed as the
Crusaders owned a 40-29 rebound
advantage.
The loss, Eastern's third in a row,
dropped the Panthers to 7-8 overall (3-4
in the Mid-Continent Conference) while
the Crusaders improved to 8-6 (5-2 in
the Mid-Con).
The Panthers battled back from a 13point halftime deficit and had a chance
to tie the game on a layup by Derrick
Landrus, but the ball was blocked out of
bounds by Valpo's David Redmon with
5.4 seconds remaining in the game.
On the ensuing play, Moore took the
inbound pass but couldn't connect on the
go-ahead shot. The Crusaders' Anthony
Allison got the rebound and sealed the
game with two foul shots.
"I don't think we could have asked for
a more open shot," head coach Rick
Samuels said. "We probably took it a little too quickly. He (Moore) was really
pressing to jump up and shoot it. If he
would have relaxed a little bit more it
may have been a different outcome."
According to Samuels, the play was
designed for Moore to pass to someone
coming off a screen. But since he was
wide open, Moore took the open shot.

By TIM BROZENEC
Staff writer

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer

Panther guard Johnny Moore looks past Valparaiso's Bryce Drew for an open
man in Eastern's 78-74 Joss to the Crusaders on Saturday in Valparaiso, Ind.
The Joss, Eastern's third in a row, dropped its overall record to 7-8.
"We wanted a three and when he's cent) shots and 3 of 12 (25 percent) from
(Moore) that wide open, and he's a three- three-point land. On the other hand, the
point shooter, he needs to take the shot," Crusaders hit on 64 percent (16 of 25)
Samuels said.
from the field in the first half.
Eastern struggled from the floor in the
Valpo's Redmon (22 points) and Chris
t See PANTHERS Page 15
first half, hitting on just 11 of31 (36 per-

Slow first half dooms Eastern at Valpo
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

VALPARAISO, Ind . - Rebounds
and poor first half shooting dug the
Eastern men's basketball team into a
17-point hole.
And although the Panthers clawed
back to close the gap to one point
with 11 seconds left in the game,
Eastern dropped a 78-7 4 decision to
Valparaiso.
The Panthers have now lost three
straight - dropping their record to 7 8 overall and 3 - 4 in the Mid -

Continent Conference.
In the first half, Eastern shot a
dismal 36 percent from the field - a
major reason the Panthers found
themselves down 41 -28 at the half.
Because sophomore forward
Michael Slaughter is out indefinitely
with a stress fra cture in his foot,
head coach Rick Samuels had to start
the game with a three-guard lineup.
Valpo's Athletics-Recreation
Center was not kind to the Panther
guards, as Johnny Moore, Derrick
Landrus and Johnny Hernandez shot
a combined 1-for- 7 from the three-

point arc in the first half.
But Samuels' halftime speech
must have made an impact, as the
Panthers trimmed an early second
half 45-28 deficit to 75-74 with 11
seconds left in the game.
"I was really pleased with their
composure," said Valparaiso head
coach Homer Drew on the Panther
comeback. "They outplayed us in the
second half. They outhustled us."
Having a three-guard lineup also
contributed to the Crusaders (8-6, 52) outrebounding Eastern by a 40-29
• See EASTERN Page 15

Swim teams lose to UIC, Western
With the pair of losses for both squads, the men fell to
6-3 on the season and the women to 5-3.
"We did not swim very well this weekend," Padovan
Eastern swimming coach Ray Padovan has a knack of said. "This is almost the low point of the season for us.
knowing when swimming teams could likely to fall into a We were kind of flat. At some point in the next two or
slump.
three weeks, we have to start recovering.
And unfortunately, for his men's and women's teams
"It's something about this point in the season," he said.
this weekend against the University of Illinois-Chicago "I don't know if it's a physical thing, a mental thing or a
and Western Illinois, Padovan's presumptions were right combination of both."
in line with Eastern's disappointing performances.
The men's squad, fresh off an impressive performance
The men's squad, postingjust six first-place finishes in at the Bradley Invitational two weekends ago, lacked
two meets, fell to UIC 120-114 Friday at Lantz Pool and that same effectiveness against Western, which Padovan
132-101 to Western Illinois in Macomb. The women's had said his squad had a good chance in defeating.
squad, which also had just six first-place finishes, was Eastern fell even further against UIC.
defeated by UIC 132-106 and by Western 153-88.
• See SWIMMERS Page 14
By ANTHONY NASELLA

Staff writer

I~
r2

The Eastern Lady Panthers used a strong offensive second half and conversions on nine of 10 free
throws in the final minute
to outduel host Valparaiso
80-72 Saturday afternoon.
I n raising its overall
record to 8 -6 (4-3 in the
Mid-Continent Conference) ,
Eastern became the first
Panther squad since 1992 to
win eight games in a season.
And the Lady Panthers
still have 12 regular season
games left until the MidCon postseason tourney,
which starts on March 3.
It was a total team effort
that did in the Lady Crusaders, as Barbora Garbova
(19), Allison L ee (15),
Tourrie F razier (10), Missy
Beck (10) and J aime Eades
(10) all scored in double figures for Eastern.
The first half of play
ended with Eastern on top
32-30, and probably no one
in the grandstands nor on
either side of the court
could have predicted its 50point explosion in the second half.
Neither team led by more
than seven points in the
game until Lee made a free
throw with four seconds left
for the final margin .
F ree throws, in fact, were
probably the difference for
the Lady Panthers. After
shooting only two free
throws in the first half, the
team went 17-21 from the
line in the final 20 minutes.
Lee went 7 of 7 for the
game, and four in a row
when it really counted in
the last 30 seconds of t he
contest.
Sarah Probst, who scored
eight points and grabbed
three rebounds, said free
throws and lack of turn overs down the stretch were
the main keys to the victory.
"We
only
had
15
• See WOMEN Page 14

PANTHER

~ Calendar
for the week of
Jan. 23-29

Wed. 5:15 p.m. Women's basketball Oral Roberts
Wed. 7:35 p.m. Men's basketball Anderson Coll.
Wrestling SIU-Edwardsville
Wed. 7 p.m.
M,W track
EIU Invite
Fri.
6 p.m.
Sat. 5:1 5 p.m. Women's basketball Youngstown
Sat. 7:35 p.m. Men's basketball Youngstown
Valparaiso
Sat.
2 p.m. M,W swimming
Sun. 2 p.m. Wrestling Indiana/Chicago St.
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